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A review is presented of the application of the Mössbauer spectroscopy

to the study of quasicrystals. The usefulness of the Mössbauer spectroscopy

to solving the atomic structure of a complex icosahedral system is illustrated.

The role of the Mössbauer spectroscopy in studies of magnetism of quasicrys-

tals is discussed. The Mössbauer spectroscopy results on phason dynamics

in quasicrystals are reviewed.

PACS numbers: 75.50.Kj, 75.50.Lk, 76.80.+y

1. Introduction

Solids are traditionally divided into two groups: crystalline and amorphous.
The dramatic discovery of an icosahedral Al–Mn alloy by Shechtman et al. [1] ex-
tended this dichotomous division by introducing the notion of quasicrystals (QCs).
These are compounds that possess a new type of long-range translational order,
quasiperiodicity, and a non-crystallographic orientational order associated with the
classically forbidden fivefold, eightfold, tenfold, and twelvefold symmetry axes [2].
A central problem in condensed matter physics is determining whether quasiperi-
odicity leads to physical properties which are significantly different from those of
crystalline and amorphous materials.

The Mössbauer spectroscopy (MS) is a local probe which has been used in
studies of QCs [3] to obtain three types of information. First, local atomic struc-
ture has been studied through the electric quadrupole interactions. The electric
quadrupole interaction parameters have been calculated for possible structural
models of a given QC and compared with those derived from the Mössbauer spec-
tra. This has led to the first solution of the structure of the ternary Al–Cu–Fe
icosahedral QC. Second, magnetic properties of QCs have been studied through the
magnetic dipole interaction. Third, phason dynamics, which is the lattice dynam-
ics specific to QCs, has been investigated via MS high-temperature measurements.
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2. Applications

2.1. Atomic structure

In spite of enormous experimental and theoretical effort, the atomic struc-
tures of QCs, except for the icosahedral binary QC YbCd5.7 [4], have not been
solved yet. A structural model for an icosahedral Al–Cu–Fe QC was devised by
Cockayne et al. [5]. It is in the form of a 1/1 approximant [2] with 128 atoms per
unit cell. The model is based on synchrotron radiation X-ray diffraction data from
a single-grain Al–Cu–Fe QC. For this original model, and its two versions: the re-
laxed model and the modified model, the electric field gradient (EFG) calculations
at the Fe and Al sites were carried out [6]. The relaxed model is the original model
with an ab initio relaxation of atomic positions, whereas in the modified model
the positions of Cu and Fe sites were interchanged [6]. The basic features of the
modified model are shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. (a) Unit cell of the modified Cockayne model. Four distorted icosahedra (light

bonds) surround the Cu3 atoms and four pentagonal dodecahedra (dark bonds) sur-

round the icosahedra. The subfigures show the nearest-neighbor environment of (b) Fe0,

(c) Fe1, and (d) Cu1 atom. Double arrows indicate Fe1 and Cu1 atoms that have been

interchanged [6].

A direct comparison between the 57Fe Mössbauer spectrum of the icosahe-
dral Al62.5Cu24.5Fe13 QC at 4.3 K measured in zero external magnetic field and
the theoretical spectra generated for the EFG parameters calculated for the orig-
inal, relaxed, and modified Cockayne models is shown in Fig. 2. It is clear that
the spectra generated for the original (Fig. 2a) and the relaxed Cockayne model
(Fig. 2b) cannot even account for the shape of the experimental spectrum. The
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the 75Fe Mössbauer spectrum of icosahedral Al62.5Cu24.5Fe13 at

4.3 K (open circles) with the theoretical spectra (solid lines) generated for the values

of the EFG parameters calculated for the (a) original, (b) relaxed, and (c) modified

Cockayne models. The zero-velocity origin is relative to α-Fe at room temperature.

The differences between the experimental and theoretical spectra are shown above each

spectrum [6].

Fig. 3. Comparison of the 75Fe Mössbauer spectrum of icosahedral Al62.5Cu24.5Fe13 at

4.4 K measured in an external magnetic field of 9.0 T (open circles) with the theoretical

spectra (solid lines) generated for the values of the EFG parameters calculated for the

(a) original, (b) relaxed, and (c) modified Cockayne models. The zero-velocity origin is

relative to the 57Co(Rh) source at 4.4 K. The differences between the experimental and

theoretical spectra are shown above each spectrum [6].

Mössbauer spectrum generated for the modified Cockayne model (Fig. 2c) de-
scribes the experimental spectrum well. A similar comparison between the 75Fe
Mössbauer spectrum of the icosahedral Al62.5Cu24.5Fe13 QC at 4.4 K measured in
an external magnetic field of 9.0 T and the theoretical spectra generated for the
EFG parameters calculated for the original, relaxed, and modified Cockayne mod-
els (Fig. 3) shows that the spectrum generated for the modified Cockayne model
fit best the experimental in-field spectrum. This example demonstrates that the
combination of theoretical EFG calculations for a possible structural model of a
complex alloy with the MS data can be used to solve the atomic structure of that
compound.
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Fig. 4. The 75Fe Mössbauer spectrum of the decagonal Al70Co15Ni14.9Fe0.1 at 5.3 K

fitted (solid line) (a) with two symmetric quadrupole doublets and (b) with two P (∆)

components shown in (c). The zero-velocity origin in (a) and (b) is relative to the
57Co(Rh) source at 5.3 K. The differences between the experimental and fitted spectra

are shown above each spectrum [7].

Fig. 5. The 75Fe Mössbauer spectrum of the decagonal Al70Co15Ni14.9Fe0.1 at 5.4 K

in an external magnetic field of 9.0 T fitted (solid line) with two components. The

zero-velocity origin is relative to the 57Co(Rh) source at 5.4 K. The difference between

the experimental and fitted spectra is shown above the spectrum [7].

75Fe Mössbauer zero-field spectra of most nonmagnetic QCs consist of two
broad and structureless lines [3] which result from the multiplicity of Fe sites in a
quasicrystalline structure. The notable exceptions are the spectra of Al–Co-based
decagonal QCs which clearly show a distinct structure (Fig. 4). A successful fit of
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the zero-field Mössbauer spectrum of the decagonal Al70Co15Ni14.9Fe0.1 QC with
two distinct distributions of the quadrupole splittings P (∆) (Fig. 4b and c) pro-
vides evidence for the existence of two classes of iron sites in this QC. The fit
of the Mössbauer spectrum of the decagonal Al70Co15Ni14.9Fe0.1 QC measured in
an external magnetic field of 9.0 T (Fig. 5) provided a complete set of the EFG
parameters [7] characterizing the iron sites in this QC. Comparing these param-
eters with those obtained from ab initio EFG calculations for possible structural
models of the decagonal Al–Co–Ni QC [8] could lead to the solution of the atomic
structure of this QC.

2.2. Magnetism of quasicrystals

One of the central issues in the physics of QCs is that of the possibility of
long-range magnetic order. Initial intuition suggests that quasiperiodicity nec-
essarily leads to geometric frustration and is therefore incompatible with long-
range magnetic order. However, many theoretical models dealing with magnetism
in QCs indicate the possibility of long-range order in these alloys. On the ex-
perimental side, all known QCs are either diamagnets, paramagnets, or spin-
-glasses [3]. The claim [9] of the existence of long-range magnetic order in icosahe-
dral RE–Mg–Zn (RE = rare earth) QCs was shown [10] to result from the presence
of magnetic impurities in the studied samples.

Fig. 6. 155Gd Mössbauer spectra of the icosahedral Ag50In36Gd14 at 5.9, 5.3, 4.4 and

1.5 K. Solid lines are fits, as described in the text. The zero-velocity origin is relative

to the 155Eu(SmPd3) source [12].

Recently, new metastable icosahedral QCs were discovered in the
Ag50In36RE14 system [11]. These new QCs are expected to possess well localized
and sizeable 4f magnetic moments on the R elements and perhaps exhibit long-
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Fig. 7. The temperature dependence of the zero-field-cooled (ZFC) and field-cooled

(FC) magnetic susceptibility of the icosahedral Ag50In36Gd14, measured in an external

magnetic field of 30 Oe [12].

-range magnetic order. One of these QCs, Ag50In36Gd14, has been studied with
155Gd MS and magnetization measurements [12]. Its selected low-temperature
155Gd Mössbauer spectra are shown in Fig. 6. The spectra at 5.9 and 5.3 K were
fitted with a distribution of quadrupole splittings [12]. Those at 4.4 and 1.5 K
(Fig. 6) show the presence of the combined electric quadrupole and magnetic dipole
interactions. The presence of the magnetic dipole interaction in the spectrum at
4.4 K, and its absence in the spectrum at 5.3 K, shows that magnetic ordering sets
in at a temperature between 4.4 and 5.3 K. The nature of this magnetic ordering
is revealed in the temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility (Fig. 7).
The occurrence of a bifurcation between the ZFC and FC data at 4.25(5) K proves
that the icosahedral Ag50In36Gd14 QC does not have long-range magnetic order
but is a spin glass.

2.3. Phason dynamics

The elementary dynamic excitations in QCs are conventional phonons and,
specific to a quasicrystalline structure, phasons [2]. Phasons involve rearrangement
of the structure by atomic jumps over short distances. The existence of phasons
was demonstrated by quasielastic MS for the first time by Coddens et al. [13].

75Fe Mössbauer spectra of the icosahedral Al62Cu25.5Fe12.5 QC were mea-
sured in the temperature range 4.2–1090 K [14]. They are similar to the spectrum
shown in Fig. 2. The temperature dependence of the resonant area derived from
the spectra (Fig. 8) could be fitted well to the expression for a Debye–Waller fac-
tor within a Debye model of lattice vibrations for the data up to 580 K. Above
that temperature, the temperature dependence of the resonant area strongly devi-
ates from the Debye model and no such fit is possible over the whole temperature
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Fig. 8. The temperature dependence of the normalized resonant area for the icosahedral

Al62Cu25.5Fe12.5. The solid line is a least-squares fit of the data below 580 K (marked by

the arrow) to the expression for a Debye–Waller factor within a Debye model of lattice

vibrations [14].

Fig. 9. High-velocity 75Fe Mössbauer spectra of the icosahedral Al62Cu25.5Fe12.5 en-

riched to 100% with an 75Fe isotope at 300 and 990 K. The QE contribution to the

990 K spectrum is evident [14].

range. The change in the slope of the temperature dependence of the resonant
area above 580 K (Fig. 8) indicates that the process of the phason-induced iron
atomic jumps sets in. The missing area for temperatures above 580 K results from
a new quasielastic (QE) component appearing at these temperatures which is dis-
tributed at large Doppler velocities. In order to detect this QE component, 75Fe
Mössbauer spectra of the icosahedral Al62Cu25.5Fe12.5 QC enriched to 100% with
an 75Fe isotope were measured at large Doppler velocities (Fig. 9). The Mössbauer
spectrum at 300 K consists only of an elastic component, similar to the component
observed at low Doppler velocities (Fig. 2). However, the Mössbauer spectrum at
990 K contains a broad QE component resulting from the phason-induced iron
atomic jumps. The timescale of these atomic jumps, as calculated from the line
width of the QE component, is about 3.3 ns.
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